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ROOSEVELT LANDSLIDE SWEEPS STATE

MAY DE

111)11!)

SENT TO AID

A FOURTH MAY

BE CONTEST IS OVER PRESIDENT

SAVED FOR

IS COLONEL'S

TAFT

REMARK

THE REMAINDER OF THE SP0IL8
GO TO THE HERO OF SAN
JUAN HILL
"; -

HAVE

600
'

DIRECTOR OF HIS CAMPAIGN AS
SERT8 EXECUTIVE'S CHANCES
ARE UNIMPAIRED.

ANOTHER FIGHTIS COMING IIP LIKES 'IMPULSIVEJIIDGEMEN T' RELATIVE POSITION

Iff

DY

HAS CAUSED
UPRISING
AMERICA TO CONSIDER
TAKING ACTION.

VILL TAFT WILL STAY

VOTES

HE IS GREATLY ELATED
OVER
Hl
VICTORY IN THE PRESIDENT'S HOME STATE.

NEGRO

ER LINE

It Takes a Smart Man
to ieii a Good
-

Lie.

TO THREE JUDGES Oft

BE PATROLLED

OF CUBA

LARGE MAJORITY OF THE DELEGATION

Z7ajcm

1912.

rARSIIIP

OF OHIO, GIVING FORMER PRESIDENT

Qafj

I

BENCH IN SAN

S.

DIEGO

COLONEL STEEVER INSTRUCTED
TO PREVENT FIRING INTO
AMERICAN TERRITORY.

MARINES FROM PANAMA CANAL BATTLE AT GUADALUPE SOON
DEFENDING
THE
"BIG FEDERALS
HAVE EXECUTED
DITCH" MAY BE ASKED TO
CLTVER PLOT TO TRAP THE
FIGHT IN CUBA.
MEXlCANTtcBEL8.

WHOLE

BENCH
OF SUPERIOR
COURT 8ITS IN I. W. W.
PROCEEDINGS.

VIGILANTE

LEADER ACCUSED

MEN

RACE TO

1

PRESIDENT

END

TO

ASSERTS

HE WILL
UNTIL AF-

NOT

PROTEST

THE FQRIGNERS THE

OF ARMED FORCES
PRESENCE
MIGHT KEEP INSURRECTOS'
FROM TAKING PROPERTY.

DROP OUT
TER THE CONVENTION.

RETREAT

IS

CUT

PORTER, WHO FOUGHT THE IN
DUSTRIAL SECT, ON TRIAL
FOR CONTEMPT.

OFF

LOYAL SOLDIERS
WERE WILE
WHEN THEY ABANDONED
CUSTOMS PCST.

MANY

WEAR AMERICAN

AS NO DEMONSTRATION

LAGS

WAS AL

LOWED THEY USED THIS
METHOD OF SUPPORT.

Washington, May 22. The serious
Washington, May 22. Colonel B.
negro revolution in Cuba has caused Z. Steever wag today instructed by
San Diego. Calif., May 22. With ail
the state department to consider the war fe"pafT.meHt to inform the
STATE CONVENTION
WILL DE- IN A STATEMENT HE DECLARES THINKS
the superior court jurists of San Dk,,
DID
ROOSEVELT
NOT IF UNABLE TO GET THE NOMINA
sending a warship to the eastern end commander of the military forces in
CIDE WHO GETS THE
THE PEOPLE HAVE' WON A
GAIN ANYTHING BY CARRYego county. Judges T. U Lewis, W.(
of the Wand in addition to the small Juarez that he must hdl
TION HIMSELF HE WILL OP
pefmit any
REAL VICTORY. ,
naval force now fuere, embodied In firing whatever into iaTTcan terri R. Guy and W. A. Bioane, sitting en
ING OHIO.
POSE FORMER FRIEND.
M.
the little gunboat Paducah and the tory.
banc, the contempt hearing of J.
boat
leader".
survey
Eagle.
"vigilante
Porter, alleged
HARMON
LEADS
FOR
NO
DEMOCRATS LOOKS
CONTESTS TAFT
IS
ASKED TO QUIT WILL GO TO
NEW JERSEY
It Is also possible that' the naval
Armles Try for Positions.
The court
was begun here today.
station at Guantanamo will receive a
Jimenez, Mex., May 22 After fight-in- room was crowded when the action
GOVERNOR SHOWS HE IS A REAL THINKS BUCKEYE VOTE HAS PRE- HEAD OF COLONEL'S PROPAGAN
late yesterday for a few hours
THE EXECUTIVE WILL MAKE A considerable addition to its garrison
was called, and many who could not
of marines who iiiay be withdrawn and
"FAVORITE SON" OF THE
CLUDED TROUBLE IN CHIdesultory
firing doTIng the night,
DA MAKES FORMAL DESTRONG CAMPAIGN TO LAND
from
the PanaTria canal zone for the the rebel and federal Mexican armies obtain even standing room, were
CAGO CONVENTION.
STATE
MAND ON HIM.
VOTE OF THAT STATE.
time being. The strengthening of apparently were
admittance. Many men wore
maneuvering cauthe American lEIVal force in this way tiously for positions today.
Except American flags on their coat lapels
Columbus, Ohio, May 22 A sweep
Oyster Bay, N. Y.. May 22. "The
22. Director
May
Washington,
21. President would not necessarily indicate a pup for an occasional exchange of shots
May
Washington,
as a sign they were in sympathy with
ing victory for Roosevelt for republi- result in Ohio has settled the con- McKinley of the Taft bureau today
Taft, returning from his campaign pose on the part of the admlnistra"-tio- between outposts, the fighting waSj
can choice for the presidency and for test," said Colonel Roosevelt today. declared the
Porter, it was said. The projected
president would have at tour in Ohio, reached Washington at
again to Intervene in Cuba, but, not severe.
Governor Harmon for the democratic The colonel waB greatly elated at the least 600
to
delegates in the Chicago 8:50 a. m. 'today. He plunged into a it Is believed, would have a salutary
The federals apparently are not ad demonstration ot those opposed
choice was the result of the primary reports from Ohio. After going convention.
World
the
of
on
effect
the
Workers
insurrectos and make vancing today but the two Mexican the Industrial
busy day at the White House or
election yesterday.
One of Ohio's through several hundred telegrams
"The outcome of the Ohio primary fices, and has planned to leave Thurs- them hesitate to begin reckless de armies are lying close to each other. had been called off.
"favorite sons", President Taft, lost which came in today from all parts
conhas in no degree altered day for New Jersey to travel through struction of foreign property.
The delay of the federals today gave
in the contest
Judge tJuy, before whom the
of the country he dictated this state yesterday
the
relative
of the various that state campaigning for delegates
an
the
rebels
to
were
strength
originally
strengthopportunity
proceedings
tempt
With the probability that there may ment:
Situation Is Grave.
en their positions and it became ap set for a hearing, announced that ha
candidates in the Chicago conven-- Who will be elected at the primaries
be an increase as later returns come
"Naturaiiy, I am very much pleased Aon," said Mr.
fcantlago, Cuba, May 22. The situ- parent that they did not Intend to re"PrwM.t.li'xt.
MeK'nley,
Tutoutiy
the other Judges should sit
RooseColonel
Is
with the 'impulsive judgiJK-nin,it estimated that.
in
atlun is rapidly growing more ser treat further north than Kellano be- thought
him.
He stated that Judge
The president had no statement to
with
eit nas a plurality oi approximately Ohio. . Seriously, I call only repeat Taft has gained enough delegates in
ious. It Is now estimated tnat over fore
CMo to assure him of at least 600 make this
a
determined
stand.
making
senior
the
coficernlng
Judge, had been bc20,000 over President Taft in the pop- what I have Already, said. 1 infinite
tlit;
Lewis,
iuoruing
5,000 negroes have taken up arms In
in the Chicago convention.
y
delegates
benator
of the Ohio primaries.' He has
leoeted to preside. State
ularity contest as expressed through ly prefer the deliberate judgment ol
"The outcome In Ohio, whatever it made known to his friends that he is 'i f T a Tl,rnvl nen... rf
Rebels Lose Water Supply.
n,u"c- - mi
luo
A. Wright, chief counsel for
the selection of the delegates to the the people to their impulsive judgzens, Fioya Schick and
Mexico City, May 22. The result
... flTOO
who also was represented by
national convention. Nearly complete ment and in Ohio, we got their delib may be, has not in the slightest du .tin m th. rf,t on
Porter,
vo
will hav'e enough delegates to obtain rocj)u. .urjan, nave complained to of the sklrmlsfr yesterday near As- - several other attorneys, all serving
returns from yesterday's Ohio presi- erate judgment; and aj) I have also gree altered the situation except
E.
Ross
canHolladay, American consul unsolo, between General
Huerta's without compensation, filea a demurthe nomination at Chicago. Mr. 'Vxti
dential primary at noon today indicat said, if I had to make a choice I brand President Taft as another
at Santiago, of being assaulted and federal advance guard,
who has lost his own state.
cav rer to the affidavit of Attorney Fred
including
to
extend
to
ed that Colonel Roosevelt won 32 of would choose the impulsive judgment didate
his
today arranged
trip
robbed, while on their way to Sibon-ey- , alry, and the advance guard of Gen
'
Mr. Roosevelt lost New York 85 to New
42 delegates to ilhe republican nation- of the people rather than the deliberH. Moore that the alleged "vigilante
Jersey so that he wi.l be cam
armed negroes.
eral
Orozco's
7, and Senator Cummins lost Iowa
by
was
Interthe
fed
Jfcat
army
and
In
him
state
that
al convention selected in 21 congres- ate judgment 'of the bosses.
until an hour
reader nad threatened
paiginlng
16 to 10, both going to Taft." Mr.
erals drove the rebels from the dam fered with Us defense of a clU'
before the polls open at 1 o'clock nex
sional districts and that the presi"The result in Ohio has settled the
which afforded the only water sup
Americans Are Robbed.
dent was given ten district delegates contest. I believe that we could have McKinley said the Roosevelt mana Tuesday. OfT the origTTRu schedule
implicated in the Industrial Workers'
r
Havana, May 22. To assist in the ply, according to dispatches received disturbances here.
energies he would have finished Mpndny
or slightly less than a fourth of the won without Ohio. Our opponents gers had concentrated-rtheiin an effort to carry Ohio, and added:
movement to surround the negro in heer from Escalo"iT"today.
total number named.
need the substantially solid vote ot
night. The extension wa1? said to be
Judge Lewis overruled the demut-re- r
The federal troops found fifteen
"It is reliably reported that viie an indication that he had deterthlned surgents,
further
reinforcements,
On ithe democratic ticket Governor Ohio' In order to give them even ,
and then Porter filed an answer
Harmon is believed to have won by chance to contest at the Chicago con Roosevelt backers in Ohio have ex- to fight Colonel Roosevelt to the fit consisting of two companies of In dead on the field where the federal to Moore's affidavit In that docupended $300,000 in the campaign in ter end.
fantry and two batteries of artillery, artillery fired on the retreating reb- - ment Porter averred that he had not
a larger percentage than did Colonel vention.
exstate
alone.
that
The
Taft
entrained here
forces
ror the pro eles near Escalon yesterday and redis35
Roosevelt, being credited with
intended to threaten nor interfere with
Although no official approval was vince of Orlente. today
"Victory in Ohio means that it will pended $25,00ti, all told, from theii
The'
government covered some important documents. Moore's court work. He admitted he
trict delegates as against seven for be
to try to beat us at Chi
given to the report it was persistent
hopeless
headquarters."
already in that district number The rebels occupy the same position
Governor Wood row Wilson of New cago
rumored that Mr. Taft would make troops
told Moore to "take a hunch from
by unseating our 'delegates wir
more than 1,200 men. The negroes today as they did two months ago had
sard when ne toon ly
"President
Taft
Jersey.
(
to
now
effort
demonstration at the hotel" th
the
prevent under General Evarlsto Estenose
represent ihe popuia- - will in Wash the. stump in Massachusetts, 'I have every
and between Asunsolo and Reliano. Thf
Althought President Taft secured ington, Indiana, Kentucky
Mr. Roosevelt getting the nominaDr. Benjamin Reftman, manaeUe
night
ad
General Ivonett, are operating; at fcl federal troops are bringing 160 pris
continued Mr.
only begun to fight,"
but ten out of the 42 delegates, the where, nor will t be
TTrst
Mr.
TaTt's
tion.
inforEmma Goldman was taken
for
definite
ger
possible to: McKinley. "That statement holds
El Cobre and San Luis. In the oners of war with them and utilizing
fight In Ohio is not fin- them to win
mation about Ohio was received on Caney,
from San Diego and tarred.
by
delegations
seating
them In repairing the railroads.
good today. The outcome in Ohio,
vicinity of Santla"g8
ished, buV will be carried into the from southern states which
Porter also stated he had told'
represent if it has any effect at all on the Taft his prjvate car at Baltimore Just beThe secretary of government said
state republican convention which
Memfore
he
reached
whatever
Washington.
hut
fraud.
he (Porter) had already saved
Moore
nothing
streugth in the Chicago convention, bers of his
today he had not received any furon June 3 will select six delegates-at-larg- e
Plot to Trap Insurrectos.
ha slept well ther
party
say
"1 am very profoundly appreciative has
from mob violence; orthe
attorney
sdrveu"
to
Taft
in
the
details
Of
only
solidify
to the national convention.
regard to the insurrec22. The inter
Fabens,
Texas,
May
and
In
the
that
headlines
the
not
to bring agitators to
him
morning
dered
of
what
the people of Ohio havi lines and make more certain a Taft
tionary movement In the vicinity of national border 1135, during the pros
a total of less than one thousand delenewspapers did not prevent his
the citizens
declared
this
and
the
colonel.
continued
done,"'
city;
"It
htTtes
63
outcome."
rep
Holuin,
northwest of San- pective battle of Guadalupe will be
gates to the state convention, a large
a hearty breakfast. Reaching
committee here had met "every mova
resents
a
for
not
th
victory,
Election
only
Roosevctlt'a
Certain.
where
a
detachment
were
named
tiago,
of
whom
also
yes.
rural
Says
portion of
plainly marked by a cordon of olive of the Industrial Workers of the
he .strolled down the
of the republican party
plain
Senator Dixon, head of the Roose- Washington
guards Had encountered and dis- drab troopers, each
terday to sit in ithe state. convention, but people
and
concourse
carrying a rifle. World and would continue to do so."
the
platTorm
through
for every good citizen m the Unif-e- velt national headquarters, today ispersed a strOTg Hand of negroes of The confusion over the
nearly complete returns indicate that
union
at
the
position of
station to the White whom
Moore called II. F, Shepherd, po
States, for In this contest we have sued a statement practically calling
they killed two.
President Taft haa nearly a sufficient
'
the imaginary line nearly caused an lice
automobile
House
a
on
with
smile
stood
for
officer, as his first witness.
o"
the
fundamental
on
to
The
withdraw
President
Taft
from
in
situation
rights
Orthe
control.
This
give
of
may
number to
province
International
episode
his face.
yesterday.
told of having taken Moore,
iente continues grave, the secretary
President Taft's managers the1 six good citizenship and ever honest and the presidential contest.
To prevent contending Mexican Shepherd
his partner, Marcus W. RoVbins, and
Plans for the trip to New Jersey, said, but the government is confident
"Ohio makes the tenth republican
delegajtes-at-larg- e
to be named by the decent citizen, no matter what hi
troops from using American territory
S. Rawlins Into
state convention and probably will politics. Is profoundly concerned in state where the candidacy of Mr. although not complete, show that the that it will promptly restore order a in the battle, Colonel E. Z. Steever his stenographer, W.
18. According to
our
will visit every one of the soon as the troops arrive. The movewe
for
custody
May
president
are
victory,
his
an
Colonel
and
Taft
been
16,
has
Roosevelt
total
fighting
make the president's
just
of the Fourth United States cavalry
,
having been searched at
submitted to the republican voters 12 congressional districts and pos ment In the other provinces appears today ordered two
even third of the Ohio delegation of battles."
foops of cavalry the police station, Moore asked tho
Colonel Roosevelt said he' had been themselves for decision Baid Sena- sibly every county in the state. Be to lack importance.
4!? delegates which
will attend the
The lnsurrectory to follow along the boundary line sevofficers to accompany him and his
told by Walter Brown, manager of his tor Dixon's statement. "The verdict will open the campaign at Camden to- bands are few and small and hitherto
Chicago convention.
eral miles to the east parallel to
morrow
The
will
at
end
night.
companions a short distance to inOhio
trip
not
demoertlc
ithe
In
on
one
much damage has been reported. any fighting that may occur.
campaign, that the "blind bal- has been a unanimous
Governor Harmon
every
sure
Glassboro
their safety.
noon.
For one
Tuesday
ticket, unlike Colonel Roosevelt, will lot in that state represented at state. Taft and bis campaign manaThe evacuation of Guadalupe by
whole
After
to
day,
the
having left the station thej
least
a
25.
a
according
further
adpresi
fight
not he forced to make
per cent handicap for the gers have fully realized that an
TODAY IN CONGRESS
the federals is a ruse that was expect saw
an automobile and a number ol
as the democra Roosevelt supporters.
verse verdict In Ohio meant the death dent's plans he will motor to small
for delegates-at-largWashington, May 22. Senate: Met ed to culminate in a fight during the men
Jersey towns within easy automobil- - at noon and considered
standing in, the streets. Porter,
knell of the movement to
tic call specifies that the winner of
eight hour day. The withdrawal of the federals the officer stated, stepped from th
Mr. Taft The repuEJ!Jcan leaders and ing distance from New York. He prob labor bill.
the presidential preference primary
under Major Sanchez southward to crowd and asked for a few minutes"
the republican voters so Interpret the ably will spend one nignt in Trenton,
shall name his own delegates-at-largBAPTISTS IN CONVENTION
senator smith announced he ward the hills allowed the rebels to
It will he impossible before night to Des Moines, la., May 22. The an Roosevelt landslide in Ohio yester three nights in New York with his would file Titanic investigating com enter the town, and the insurrectos conversation with Moore, assuring
the
there would be riovl
brother, Henry W. Taft, and one in mittee's
get an accurate list of totals in the nual convention of the Northern Bap day.
report next Tuesday when will find themselves hemmed in on lence.policeman
statea he had stepShepherd
"Neither Mr. Taft nor his mana Atlantic City- various districts on the democratic tist association formally opened here
he would speak on the subject.
the east by 200 men .under Colonel
aside and had not heard any of
ped
but it Is today and will continue seven
The
can
in
remained
na
withstand
his
president
the
gers
longer
House:
presidential .preference,
Met
noon.
at
Jose de La Cruz Sanchez, who came
days.
the conversation.
e
movement that calls for study in the White House for sev
clear that Governor Harmon has won The principal business scheduled for
Considered legislation
on regular up early today from Ojlnaga and Is
the day was the presentation of the Roosevelt once again to assume the eral hours today. Attorney General calendar.
over Wilson by a large plurality.
expected to attack first. The plan
Amplified returns in the republi- report of the executive committee leadership of the republican party. WIckersham. Mr. SMmson, the secre
W. P. Boland, testified before ju- has, been to have the
federals, who
FolWOMEN ARE JAILED.
which was to be made shortly after His nomination is Inevitable at Chi- tary 6f war, Mr. Nagel, secretary of diciary
can contest show that Senator La
committee
investigating went a few miles south, move in
several
in
vote
commerce
a
London, May 22. Mrs. Emmeline
and
the address by the president
lette polled
labor, and Mr. Meyer, charges against Judge Archbald.
heavy
cago and his election Is certain in
between Guadalupe and Juarez, cutr
Pankhurst, the militant suffragette
How many cents in the dollar sub November."
secretary of the navy, had appointcounties, and it Is possible that final
ting off retreat to the west or south,
ments with him.
leader, and Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Lawresults will show that he ran second scribed for foreign missions ever
while
the American boundary line
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
rence, Joint editors of Votes for Woto Colonel Roosevelt in a number of reaches the field?" was the question
cuts off any northward march.
"Knockout"
Brown
vs.
Jack
Young
The
Taft
men, were all found guilty at the old
managers declared, expected to be put direel to the delecounties.
ST. LOUIS WOOL
O'Rrien, 6 rounds, at Philadelphia.
sessions toJay and each waa
Bailey
that this occurred only In democratic gates today by the special commis
NEW
YORK
St. Louis, May 22. Wool Market
COTTON
Howard Morrow vs. Sailor Petros-key- ,
NEW YORK MONEY
sentenced to nine months' Imprisoncounties, where democrats voted 'he sion on home, expenses of foreign
New
me22.
and
western
York, May
steady. Territory
Cotton spot
10 rounds, at Oakland, Calif.
New York, May 22. Call money 2
ment, oi the charge of conspiracy
headed by the Rer.John N. B. diums 1618; fine mediums 1517;' closed
quiet.
Middling
Kilbane vs. "Young" Saylor,'
11.60;
uplands
Tommy
Mexican and inciting malicious
Goff Pidge, of Philadelphia.
prime paper 4 to
damage to
(Continued on Page Four).
fine 1015.
10 rounds, at Cincinnati.
middling gulf 11.S5. No sales.
dollars 48 cents.
property.
IS SAME WILL FIGHT
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Shep-herd.aft- er
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1

:uis-eibn-

'

2;
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0

LAB

TWO

LANGUAGECLAUSE

VILLBEVOTED
UPC IN
SENATE
TING

'

PASSES BILL

SUBMIT-

ARTICLE
OBNOXIOUS
TO THE PEOPLE

"

two-third-

Houae
Speaker Baca presided. ,
Chaves, chairman of iiie committee
on finance, reported favorably. House
Bill No, 207, by Speaker Baca, providing for the appointment of a travel
ing auditor and two assistants by he

county, $5,000 beoause of destruction
wrought by a flood. Mullen said ha
had been one of the introducers of the
Kolsorn measure and explained the
circumstances under which the appropriation was made wheu the
"game was pllayedi under the old
rules." He favored the San Juan
county measure.
Catron explained he had offered the
Interest amendment in order to bring
the measure under the provisions of
the constitution, but if San Juan
county and the house are willing to
assume the risk, he was willing too,
to vote for the measure. The bill
passed 45 to 0.
The special order of the afternoon.
Senate Bill No. 43, by the financ
committee, the corporation commission bill was taken up. Both
and Clancy offered amendments, reducing and itemizing the
appropriation carried in the blli.
which totals $30,000.
On motion of Chaves, the Sanchej
amendment, providing $2,400 for chlet
clerk, $1,900 for assistant chief clerk,
tariff clerk, $1,500 for an
$1,800 for
insurance clerk, $1,000 each for two
stenographers and $5,000 for contingency expenses, was tabled, 27 to 16

OPTIC

MAY 22,

WEDNESDAY,

ed for the better return of taxable
property, led to another clash between Catron and Burg, and the former's motion to recommit wag defeated. Blanchard offered an amendment to strike out section 2 which
authorizes the validation of prior con
tracts for county surveys. Burg explained the contract made by Bernal-llll-

county with Surveyor John L.
Zimmerman for a county
survey,
which had been Invalidated by the
court, tying the hands of the county
commissioners, leaving the surveyor
high and dry with the survey half
completed and with all his means
"I
expended, his house mortgaged.
live in a county, Mr. Speaker, that
always stands ready to pay its just
debts, and docs not push off payment
from year to year, as some other
county has done; and it asks for no
cash donation, but merely
permis
sion to pay the debt it owes." Ca
tron appreciated the Bernalillo coun
ty situation, but the county asks too
much when it asks the legislature
deliberately to violate the constitution of the state.
Rogers said that this legislature
ought not to try to meet any specialor local prior obligations, to validate
any former contract, by a general
law to cover 25 counties to meet an
emergency In only one county. Llewellyn said a careful examination of
the gill fails to show where in its Is
unconstitutional, and the measure
has no objectionable features. Hilton
Insisted that the bill is clearly in vio
lation of section 25 of the

1912.

FALL WOULD

GET

LAST WLEtl OF OVTt

LI IB

MONEY FOR
.

- DEICOO

GALE

during which you can buy Seasonable Merchandise
low prices.

STATE
SENATOR INTRODUCES BILL Tf
PAYMENT
PROVIDE
FOR
BLUE BALLOT ELECTION.

Wearing apparel bought this week will
(lie cost of your summer clothes.,

,

really reduce

Sato Close a Saturday Evening

Senator A. H. Fall has introduced
state auditor.
in the upper house of the United
The following bills were Introduced:
States congress a bill providing that
House Bill No. 229, by M. C. de
the secretary of the interior be reBaca, to amend chapter 47 of the
ALL WOMEN'S SUITS at 25 PER CENT DSICOUNT
quired to pay to the treasurer of the
Laws
19f)7, an act to Tegulate
New
state
of
Mexico
"- the
$14,825.62,
to
the
logging and prescribing
right
ALL '
DRESSES at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
unexpended balance Qf the amount
the use of streams for floating logs,
COLORED WASH GOODS at 20 PER CENT DISCOUNT
set aside for the expenses Incidental
pole, Umber and lumber therein.
to statehood. New Mexico needs the
House Bill No. 230, by Speaker
WOOL DRESS GOODS and SILKS at 20 per cent DISCOUNT
money to pay the expenses of the blue
Baca, a New Mexican Museum bill
ballot election of last fall, the resi
$1.25 LINGERIE WAISTS
95c
carrying an appropriation of $17,500
due of the fund having been declared
for the restoration, repair and main$2.50 LINGERIE WAISTS
$2.00
not available late last summer. Senatenance of the Palace of the Govertor Fall's bill is as follows:
nors and providing for a board of re$3.00 SILK WAISTS
$225
A Bill.
gent of seven members.
House Bill No, 231, by Speaker
Directing the secretary of the Inter
lor to turn over to the treasurer ot
Baca, providing for the government
New Mexico certain sums of, money.
of the Old Palace by the capltol cus- votes.
Be' it enacted by the senate and
todian committee.
Memorial to Congress
'
house of representatives ot the UnitHouse Bill No, 232, by Moreno and
By unanimous consent, Llewellyn
-- as Veas'LoadinSiora
ed States of America in congress
Llewellyn, to amend Section 1372, and Moreno, Introduced a house Joint
Laws of 1897, regarding memorial to congress requesting the
the
that
of
the
Compiled
assembled,
secretary
Lucero
Casimlro
Sergeant-at-Arm- s
Sabbath observance. The bill pro passage of Senate Bill No. 6501 by
Interior be, and he is hereby, author$187; Attorney E. R. Wright, George vides that saloons must close at 11:30 Senator
ized and directed to pay over to the
Jno. ziii)
House
Bill
or
Fall,
m
ww
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treasurer of the state of New Mexibv Coneressman Cury, to create a
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Established 186
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headquarters
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23 to 19.
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well.
caried,
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Ilfeld
by Llewellyn,
Crampton, Clark, Burns and
Chaves offered an amendment to the provisions of the act of congress
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38 to 2, without discussion. It
has
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passed
one.
Speaker
each have
tenor and aDropriating $7,166.64 for strike out "competent surveyor". of June 20, 1910, for the payment ct
seven bills on the calendar, Llewel- fixes the salaries of district attorneys.
clerical help and contingencies, was therefore in Section 1. Burg spoke the expenses of the. constitutional
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act,
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each, and Llewellyn
on
House Substitute for House Bill measure now goes to uovernor Mc other members is intended to help plied by the treasurer of the state of
joint author with Moreno of a bill
their counties or to hurt Bernalillo New Mexico for the payment of the
of
No.
70, by Manuel Cordova, an act Donald.
chairman
as
the calendar, and also
as
Carter and Clancy entered expenses and the reimbursement to
county.
Retailers'
was
the
of
to
real estate,
At the request
the Judiciary committee which takes for quieting title
mov- into the ensuing colloquy,
the
Clancy said state, and to the various counno.
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to
author,
1,
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voting
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credit for one of the
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for
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having bills on the calendar are
of Guadalupe county last year expended in the election and canvass
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to
so
veyor
as
No.
Bill
67,
give
House
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gers, Gage. Campbell, Young,
ight of way to the Barth ganlrsh- earned only $30 from the county. The of the returns ,of the election held
more, Hilton, Lopez, Sanchez, Toombs stitute for House Bill No. 1, providing
- Chaves amendment
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A under the provisions of public resoto
Bartn
of
the
garnisnway
for a loan of $25,000 by the state to right
Trujillo and Chaves.
motion to table the bill was lost 26 to lution numbered eight (S. J. Kes. 67),
retailers.
the
by
approved
Senate
the county of San Juan, for the re
17. On motion of Burg the bill was approved August 21, 1911, requiring
House Substitute for House Bill No.
After a caucus of the republican construction of bridges over the San
recommitted to the committee on the people of New" Mexico to vote
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to
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at
to
order
an
called
appropriate
Toombs,
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senate
the
Juan destroyed by floods last fall, th Ill, by
upon certain
amendments to theit
of
the ways and means.
amount to be repaid In seven, years funds to pay the expenses
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House Bill No. 166, by Skidmore, constitution previous to the admission
to
inves
committee
house
apointed
Vargas moved the passage of the bill
'
that railroad employes may of- said territory as a state.
Sonate Bill No. 156, by Pankey, an Catron moved to amend that the raU tigate certain charges against J. P. providing
ACCOUNT GRAND UNION MEETING B. L. F. & B. OF L. E
"vote elswhere than In the precinct in
Truof
Julian
Manuel
the
government
Cordova,
act to provide for
of interest be five per cent Rogen Lucero,
which
are
and
quali
they
registered
KING OPENS BIG FLOWER SHOW
the Old Palace.
asked whether it would not be prac- jillo and Luis R. Montoya, was taken
TICKETS ON SALE MAY 19TH., TO 24TH., GOOD FOR
fied, was under discussion late In
Senate Bill No. 167, by McCoy, de- tical for San Juan county J.0 lssui ip.
London, May 22. The king
i
the
afternoon.
Blanchard moved to strike out
fining liquora and regulating the liq- its own bonds and sell them In the
today at the opening of the In
UNTIL MAY 25TH;
ternational Horticultural exhibition
nor traffic and local option elections, east where money Is cheaper. Burg Claude Hutton $112.54," and "Casiml
NO REASON FOR IT
on the grounds of the Royal Hospital
Senate Bill No. 158, by Navarro, an answered that San Juan had alreadj ro Lucero $187" as tney are covered
act to regulaing and classifying iten reached the limit of bonded indebted- by the per diem of these two employ- When East Las Vegas Citizens Show at Chelsea. The exhibition Is said
to be the largest of its kind ever
ness prescribed by the constitution es by the house. Burg declared that
erary vendors. Judiciary.
the Way.
Senate Bill No. 159, by McCoy, to Llewellyn offered an amendment that It would be a palpable Injustice to
There can be no just reason why held. The display of plans and blos 11
amend Section 26, Chapter 37, Jaws the rate of interest be three per cent, these two employes and that the ap any reader of this will continue to soms occupies nearly 25 acres of
(OS
f 10.17 rplatine ito education. Edu- the same as paid by the banks foi propriations are legal and
proper. suffer the tortures of an aching back, ground, about seven acres of which
declared
had
been
have
under
loan
canvass.
cation.
banks
The attorney general
state money, these
placed
again
the annoyance of urinary disordeife,
Senate Bill No. 160, by Navarro, to ing it to citizens as high as 12 per the two Items legal as being for extra the dangers of serious kidney ills
THREE COLLEGES IN BOAT RACE As a curtain-raise- r
to the big trianguestablish a bureau of insurance to be cent. Chrisman explained the bill work under a rule of the house and when relief isi so near at hand and
INDIANA ELKS IN SESSION
Boston, May 22. The most notable lar race there will be a contest becommission
and its course through the ways and that not to pay for the work would the most positive proof given that
subject to the corporation
Anderson, Ind., May 22. Anderson aquaitio event that is likely to be seen tween the freshman crews of Cornell
Banks and banking. This provides means committee and made a plea be a breach of faith. Vargas dwelt on these ills can be cured. Read what Is in
hereabouta this' season will take place and Harvard.
gala attire for the annual
Insurance
of
for a superintendent
for the loan without Interest. Gage the hard work of the two employes in an East Las Vegas citizen says:
on the Charles River basin tomorrow,
fes
Elks.
Indiana
of
The
at $2,400 a year who shall name an "called attenion to the fact that he question and- their extraordinary comMrs. L. J. Meyer, 225 Railroad Ave., tivities in connection with the gath- when the varsity crews of Cornell,
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
also
and
assistant at $1,800 a year
state deposits in banks are subject petency. Llewellyn declared the em East Las Vegas, N. Mex., says; "In ering began today and will continue Princeton and Harvard will engage in Your
druggist will refund money if
all
help,
necessary
not
the
are
other
to employ
to check and if the state has money ployes of the legislature
1902 a member of our household gave until Friday. Ten thousand members a
e
race.
will be the first PAZO OINTMENT falls to cure any
It
out
salaries and expenses to be paid
to loan in time it can get a much slaves of the. members, that they are a public statement in praise of Doan's of the order are expected to take time since 1874 that Harvard and
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
of the receipts of the bureau. The better rate of interest. Lucero argued worthy of their hire, that every item Kidney Pilla and confirmed it in Jan- part in the big
tomorrow.
met
on the water. Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50e.
Princeton
have
parade
be
to
Insurance commissioner Is
that the money should be loaned to is correct and just Campbell stated uary, 1907. This person thinks as
named by the corporation commission. the unfortunate county without charg that at the regular price for steno highly of Doan's Kidney Pills now as
The bond of the insurance commis- ing Interest It is one of a family of graphic work, the hill would have ever. This remedy brought complete
sioner Is to be $10,000. xThe bill will counties and the rest of the state been more than $400 and the state relief from kidney trouble which was
the should be
put into effect the provision of
willing to come to its aid, is saved $131.42 on this item. He shown by pains in the back and other
matters
Insurance
constitution that
We have proCatron accepted the Llewellyn amend moved to table the amendment
annoying difficulties.
ehah be under the supervission of the ment, but explained that the state deSmith and Blanchard spoke in fav- - cured Doan's Kidney Pills at the
corporation commission.
posits in banks are "call" money. If c of the amendment, a neatea col Center Block Pharmacy and have
Committee Reports
other counties would make such de loquy between Burg and Blanchard so greatly benefited by them that we
The committee on public institu- mands, the state would have to Is ensued, the latter insisting that the can speak highly in their praise."
tions reported a substitute for Sen- sue bonds at a greater rate of in rules of the house are in conflict with
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ate Bill No. 98, regarding the break- terest in order to lend It to counties the constitution, and the former that cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
on
at a less rate. Burg dwelt on tho the rules of the house are equally as New Lork, sole agents for the United
ing 'of jail. The biU was placed
the calendar undei suspension of the terrible flood that overwhelmed San binding on the house as Is the con States,
rules, as was also Senate Bill No. 153, Juan couny last fall and Impoverish stitution. Sanchez insisted that the
Remember the name Doan's and
reported favorably by the committee ed the people in the San Juan, La eight regular stenographers of the take no other.
on judiciary. The bill provides that Platte and Las Animas valleys.
He house should have taken care of this
Lame back Is unsually caused by
civil summons may be served by graphically described the
catas work, as some of them had no work
any other person than the sheriff; trophe and the desolation it wrought, to keep them busy. Llewellyn repllej rheumatism of the muscles of the
also, nermittlna attorneys . to make eH said a bill has already passe 1 that the stenographers are working back, for which you will find nothing
coDies of process papers, now solely one house of this "splendid" legisla every evening,
often at times when better than Chamberlain's' Liniment.
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
made by clerks of courts.
ture to charge banks from 2 to not the members of the house were hav- For sale by all dealers.
on
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod-- ,
reportcommittee
judiciary
The
more than 3 per cent, for million
ing a good time elsewhere.
9
ed a substitute for Senate Bill No. 11, and millions of dollars, that they will
Nichols also argued that the stenog
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
v
and reported adversely to Senate Bill loan out again to citizens of the state raphers are entitled to the sum charg
statements.
No. 67, and original of Senate Bill No. at a high rate of interest.
ed. Catron read the original resoluHe
can
be trusted because his very business existence is at state.
U
11, regarding legal publications.
Lelewellyn took the Bame view and tion ie had introduced, which author-izea
a
3
No.
He believes in his goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
called attenion to the fact that the
reported favorably Senate Bill
the committee to euiploy "a"
ASM
154, regarding the recording of seals territory had loaned Quay and Tor competent
stenographer, and not
ony in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
It rance counties sums of money with more than one stenographer. Mullen
nnrt ffActs o facknowledgements.
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
reported amendments to Senate Bill 'out interest. He paid an eloquet tri opposed the amendment and said the
good secure repeat orders.
No. 66, to determine the boundary be bute to the pioneers of
an Juan bill should have been paid long ago,
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
tween Texas and New Mexico in the county. He seconded the motion ot The --amendment was tabled 28 to 12,
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
Rio Grande valKy.
M. C. de Baca, to table the interest
to amend by providing
Bills on Third Reading
amendment The amendment was ta an appropriation of $286 for printing
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, be- -'
Senate Bill No. 85, to punish th bled.
the transcript and report of the com
cause, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
unlawful appropriation of electric cur
Blanahard intimated that it was mittee. After a colloquy ensutd bemay have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
rent, etc., passed, 22 to 0.
just aB unconstitutional for the state tween Burg and Catron, the amendMi
Bill
money in telling others of their goodness.
Senate
for
Senate Substitute
to lend money to a county as it was ment was passed by viva voce vote
The sun is mighty hot, but our Ice
. No. 41, to provide for the study in the to give state funds to counties, and and the bill as amended was passed is cooling.
You will not notice the
It
to Buy
of the effect of alcohol on that the assumption of county debts 39 to 4.
heat so much if you have plenty of
the human system, passed 19 to 3. by the state, left those counties fr.e House Bill No. 87, by Gurule was our pure Ice in the house. Remember,
House Bill No. 110, for the capping to borrow up to the constitutional recommitted because of another bill our Ice is free from germs, mode
of gas and oil wells, was on motion limit. Chrisman again explained the of the same nature on the calendar. from pure distilled water, the latest
of Page recommitted.
dire needs of San Juan county. Tully House Bill No. 137. by Young, was sanitary methods are employed and
Senate Bill No. 121, for the Inspec spoke in favor of the measure. Lle- at request of Young recommitted.
all deliveries are promptly made. OrR
tion of native wines was tabled.
to the fact
House Bill No. 147, by Burg, au- der today.
wellyn called attention
H
a
So.
12S,
Holt,
Bill
by
Senate
itnat tne last legislative assemDiy thorizing county commissioners to
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
fl
measure for the regulation of theleave to the people of Folsom, Fnlon have lands within the county survey
Phone 227 Main.
Santa Fe, N. M., May 22. The senate late yesterday afternoon passed
a resolution to submit to the people
a constitutional amendment to repeal
the language qualification clause of
he constitutionThere were 49 bills on the calender
when the house met yesterday. There
was other urgent business, too, such
as a resolution defining the duties of
tne Investigating committee appoint
ed by Speaker Baca the evening before. There was also the House Substitute for House Bill No. Ill, to pay
of Investigating four
b
Mtnense
house members accused of bribery
end which carries an appropriation.
of $2,042.42, of which Interpreter Cereoeive
$70;
sarlo Pedregon Is to
Lotta Hanna $172.88;
f Stenographer
Stenographer Claude Hutto uz.di,

'

liquor traffic, was passed 13 to 9 bu
s
failln? to revive
majority
the eniorjrpncy clause will not apply
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill
No. 94, waa laid over tcause the
printed bill had not been received. It
relates to the election of city school
directors.
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ael gftte Rt large is expected, too, to'and parent who
congregates there at
gone without recognition from Alb
that large additions to the meat supproduce confusion that may cost the the annual exercises. Tne public has
Haroldi, the Polish violinist,
qujerque.
ply of the United States may be
movement many votes. failed to realize that not even reasonwho has thrUlCTT vast audiences in
grown upon lands not available for
AicDermott's
name on the ticket able precautions are taken against
the largest cities of trie world, a mugieneral agricultural purposes, togethmakes a group of five, while the elec- disaster and each year there Is a repsician of superb genius and supreme
er vita the bltttemenl of the bureau
AND
tors are to choose only four. The sit- etition of fire horrors which should
TO artistry, played here last night to
of statistics that the skins of 60 miluation is precisely the same as that have been prevented. The fire loss
but a handful of the city's population,
lion goats are Imported annually Into
which is said to have invalidated in the United States in 1910
usually
before
a house that was a disgrace to
the United States, coupled with the
thousands of Taft ballots In the Mas- is given in money figures, 234,00u,the city and an insult to the marvefurther well known fact that the meat
sachusetts primary election several 000, but there also were 1.449 lives
lous talent of the violinist.
of goats Is now being sold for food
weeks ago.
sacrificed by fire and 5,654 persons
MILLIONS OF SKINS ARE BEING In the markets of many cities
Be it said, however, to the credit
of the PRESIDENTIAL PRIMARY IN THAT
Injured. This does not take Into ac FAMOUS VIOLINIST WILL APPEAR of
SHIPPED INTO THE UNITED
STATE WILL PRACTICALLY
those attending, that never before
United States, offers an interesting
i
IN RECITAL AT THE DUNcount the loss of life due to the col
STATES EVERY YEAR.
DECIDE BATTLE.
did such a small crowd muster such
suggestion as to the possibilities of
CAN TONIGHT.
lapse of
buildings and
an amount it enthusiasm. Compelled
large additions to the meat
of
in stampedes through inadequate ex
TO
N. J., May 22
Five hundred niTIlion goat skins the United States and the supply
Trenton,
With
the
by the virile, gorgeous interpretations
retention
its. School
Haroldi, the famous violinist, who of Haroldi into an
sbchld
nave oeea .mportea in me united at honie of lhe 23
primary elections less than a week
almost elemental
m,l6n aMm
will
send for copies of the ordinance re
appear In recital at the Uun-c- a enthusiasm which
annum now being sent out of the away, when the voters of New Jersey
uctauC, oUu
resolved itself into
of
house
opera
quirements
the large cities and
will have a chance to express a presimoney sent out of the cduntry In pay country for the'
tonight, arrived yes- an .ovation, demanding encore after
of goat
purchase
insist upon their adoption. These or- terday from Albuquerque, where he encore
ment therefor amounts to 250 mil- skins.
dential preference, the campaign is
'
and repeated repetitions of
dinances prescribe the number of ex- delighted a large audience Monday
lion dollars. The figures of the bueach number.
British India sunnlies shout nn- - rapidly developing luto one of the
A large number of seats '
its that must be provided in assem evening.
reau of statistics, department of third the entire importations of
rnoat vSros political struggles the
CHICAGO
Well has he been called "The Poet
goat
rooms per hundred persons seat have been reserved for tonight's reMy
commerce and labor, show that the skins into
Bas
wunessea
in
of the Violin,"
years. Colonel
for his bow gives
the United Stn.l.. tl,nt.blale
ed and also the height limit abov( cital and it is evident that a
goat 6kins Imported Into the United j country having been credited with 15 Roosevelt will begin a whirlwind tour
wor3s to the wordless songs, and
the ground for floors of the assembly many lovars qf high class music will
States have ranged in value from 20 million skins out of a total
of the Btate tomorrow.
Later in the WILL
thefe is an indescribable poetic beau
ACCEPT. ADVERTISING
Importarooms.
There have been reported be presenlt.
million to 30 million dollars per an- tion of 43
week
President
Taft
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in
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in all that he playg. Finish, eleOUTty
million in the fiscal year
cases where audiences of Beveral hunThose who kee In. touch with the
num during the last decade, making
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1911.
gance,
The next largest Importation a number of the principal cities. Sendred persons were permitted on the world of music and who have read of bined simplicity, and brilliance com a total for the period in question of of that
with sweet tone, perfect techmillion from ator LaFollette also is planning to
year were 6
third and fourth floors of buildings Haroldi's triumphs since his arrival
slighOy more, than 250 million dol- China, 3 million from
state.
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new
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and delicate phrasing go to
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daily
Mexico,
not
and where the exit in this country will appreciate what make Haroldi a master
lars. The ' number of goats whose million from
mil- on the democratic Bide, will continue newspaper soon is to be launched In
ot his instruAden, Arabia, 2
doors opend inwards instead of out a rare treat is In store for them.
skins are represented by this 250 lion from
until the night be- Chicago, according to credible report,
ment, and his playing a marvel to all'
million from his speech-makini
England,
Haroldi
is
no
one
wards, where
red lights were disof the most unusual who hear and an ever
million dollars is axproximately 500
British East Africa, 2 million from fore the primaries, fighting hard for that is to follow a unique policy, not
increasing deplayed at the exits and fire escapes, figures on today's concert stage. He
million, since the average value of
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solid
editorial
of
home
his
but
state.
business.
support
1
million
from Argentina,
Preparations and where
light
Brazil,
is
the stairways were nar
doubly interesting becaure he Is
the goatv skins now being Imported 1 million from
Those who follow politics confess are said to be well advanced with
Among his. magnificent interpretaVenezuela, about 1
row, and certain death-traps- .
wholly unlike any soloist now appear- tions
is, according to the figures of the bu million each
their
to
and
other
theoutcome
presses
inability
ordered.
predict
last evening were "Ballade and
equipment
from France and Rus
ing before the public. His personalreau of statistics, about 50 cents each,
Jersey Calf May Be a Jonah.
s
Polonaise,"
of a million from of either the republican or the demo This new daily Is to depend for ad
sia, and
(Vieuxtemps) Schumann's
A Jersey calf may cause the undo ity is as
the valuations being those In the
compelling ac his art is tre- "Fantasia," Beethoven's
In Asia. Considerable amounts cratic contest in New Jersey with vertising patronage upon the mer
'Minuette,"
Turkey
ing of XVthur Meeker 6T Armour & mendous and these- qualities form a
country from which exported to the are also
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Imported
combination
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United States.
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that commands the at violin classics.
through
if reports be true, anq refuse the ads
'
Germany, Italy, Peru publican ranks the Taft forces and
Mrs. Scott Durand o"f Chicago, who tention and admiration of all who
The statement of the large value
department
the
Polak,
the Dutch East Indies, and French the Roosevelt followers are fighting of the big downtown
Rudolph
accompanist
come withfn the sound of his music.
($250,000,000)
of goat skins Imported Africa.
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excels In the art of accompanying
and
The
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the
discernment
the
shown
in
last
decade, together with
the for and gave throughout a
persecutions
during
The following statement, furnished ground. New Jersey Is the last of of their lusty competitors in the out- which in her object
sympathetic
disclosure to the con mation of his programs has proven and
that indicating that the number of
the states having any considerable lying districts 6n the north, west and
urmerstanding background of
by the American consul quoted above
a
notable
she
committee
factor
in
laid
J25d,000,000
which
at
gressional
this
goats
Haroldi's Ameri--I
repre- and
eideB. t)f late years the comfor the wonderful music ot
printed in the Daily Consular and numerical representation in the na south
Meeker's door. The calf, the gift of can successes. He offers only those melody
sents' is approximately 500 million, is
Haroldi.
Trade Report by the bureau of mani tional convention tq elect delegates petition of the neighborhood stores a
friend, aroused Mrs. Durand's ambi- compositions which brim with mel
extremely suggestive In conjunction factures of the
department of com and as a consequence the two rival has given the loop merchants some tion "to be
with a statement recently supplied to
for herself." ody and which are humanly beauti
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
merce and labor, will serve as an P candidates entertain a keen anxiety concern and the plans 01 the new So successful something
was she" in her under- ful. He sTiuns meaningless flights of
the bureau of manufacturers, departto
score
to
a
here.
a
promise
daily
serious
Letters remaining uncalled for the
produce
victory
lustration of how the business of goat
ment of commerce ana labor,' by the
The organization forces are strong diversion of patronage to the streets taking that her farm of BOO acres is technique and abhors tricks and week ending May 18, 1912:
is conducted In Mexico. (The
United States consul at Vera Cruz, raising
for
the renomination ot President where cheaper ground rents and les- today valued at $250,000 iplus the trickery. With him, beauty oi' tone
W. F. Aramstrong, Miss Eliza Baca
money values are assumed to repre
Mexico, from which
country large sent Mexican pesos, one of which Taft, and have selected former Su sened delivery expenses make loweT blooded stock upon it and it is said and simplicity of style are the essen Liiclo Baca, Miss Alen Braus, Mrs.
to
numbers of these skins are Importbring her. a net profit of $15,000 tials, in bo deft a manner does he Curtis
.i
.
Clark, Miss Grace Divelbllss,
i ... . . .
equals 49.8 cents In American cur preme Court Justice Gilbert Collins, prices possible. Already the outlying a year. Mrs. Durand fs of one
of the uiuub me most difficult composi
ed, in which fie" g5ys that the meat ot
former Governor Franklin Murphy, "chain" grocery houses have, made
F. Eberhart, William F. Fox,
:
Henry
rency)
Baltimore families, a tions with these essentials that oft- - Mrs. D.
the goat, which is used as food and
States Senator Frank O, great strides during recent months
In 1904 the manager of the farm re United
Gren, O. V. Hanson, Mrs.
southerner which! explains in part played works take on a new beauty
found very similar to that of the
Sammie L Jones, Mrs.
James,
6G.000 goats, including large Briggs and F. Wayland Ayer, the and with a daily newspaper that cat- her
reived,
refusal to "adopt stock yards ana a different meaning. The strik
sheep, is of even greater value than
Don Lawerence 3, George
and smaTl, at a valuation
of $1.50 Camden county leader, as the dele- ers to their patronage merchandising
Mehrle,
methods"
in
that of the hides, and that the goats
contrasts
ana the lights and Pablo Martinez, Charles
competition with the ing
gates at large to represent the state in Chicago may soon enter upon u
Reld, E.
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are grown In large numbers upon each,, equal to $99,000. Froui the pro In the Interest of Presidenit Taft.
general
of
the
characteristic
manager
of
the
Haroldi
big
packing
new epoch. The capital behind the
Reyes, SanSbio Sanchez, W. F. White.
duce of these he sold, during nine
a rival dairy farm programs have called fot aiuch comlands not available for agricultural
Prominent men also are to be newspaper enterprist, Is said to be company,
When calllngi tor the above letters
months ot 1904 and the years 1903
near hers. The view she takes of the ment from the American
"The dry pfains of Nuevo
purposes.
critics, a please ask for "advertise! letters."
and 1906, 50,000 head at $5 each, found In the Roosevelt camp. Among ample to endure a long siege and alleged attempts
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See the attractive commencement
books at Murphey's drug store.
weighing,
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Miss Twiggs. . . .A
Opal
Mrs. Twiggs. ...A
Amelia
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Rello of Other Days
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Motherly
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the man who know how
ad why the man on
whom everything depends.
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moment
lost sight of for
in prescription filling. Every
prescription leaving our
store is faultier from any
standpoint that you may
take. Tou may feel safe
and sure If we fill your
prescription.
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been granted since Curley's arrival in
Laa Vegas.
The bride was dressed in a walking
suit, wearing a light blue tailored coat
and a white hat Mrs. Drencher was
dressed in a modish blue tailored suit
and wore a big black hat. White carnations, aweet peas and smilax formed the decorations of the wedding
dinner table. Plates were set for 30.
The guests were Mr. and Mrs. Art
Grelner, Mr. andMfs. W. C. Drescher,
H. W. Lanigan, press corespondent of
the
bout; Jim Flynn,
Al Williams, Flynn's sparring partner; Louis Flynn, Chick Coleman, A.

A Honeymooner

Wells
Old Soul

Brefeld
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Arthur llfeld. Mayor Robert J.
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headquarters
ever produced by local students. There yesterday morning at Murphey's drug moter of the coming exhibition; E. G.
W. F. Stephenson arrived yesterday
Ike
every minute in store and the reservation has been Murphey,
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from iilshorae An El Paso on a short is something doing
in
a
farce
which
William
In
the
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college
class
Bacharach,
the
annual
play,
The
Springer, E. T.
plays
heavy.
business trip to Las Vegas.
of High past have made big hits and for this Plowman, Dave Anselberg and Judge
James D. Davidson, manager of three acts and the students
school handle iheir parts well. A reason are always looked forward to I). R. Murray.
l; innigan ana urown vi
.iuunutjnjur.
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hats
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a
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the wedding ceremony, dinner was
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rto regain his
act as announcer on the occasion oi tions to he matter. The bogus Aunt
was dicates that he is able
wedding
rootThe
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New
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by1 Jack Kelly of St. Louis,
Fire company answered to the alarm act Is laid in the college boarding bride
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before
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Drescher's
and quick . work prevented the fire house. The second scene is at
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of wail paper cleaner, as it has now Jimmie Cavendish
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NEW DAINTY
WASH GOODS
30 inch .fast colored figured
Batiste in light and dark patterns at 10c a yard.
40 inch Bordered Lawn in
the newest Grecian effects, all
colors at 15 a yard.
Cotton Folards, large assortment of colors, at 15c a yard.
Egyptian Tissue Ginghams,
at 20c and 25c a yard. Silk and Linen mixed foulards, all leading-- ' shades at
30c a yard.

Hoffman

&

Granbartb

(The' Popular Priced Store)
or The New Idea

Agra

10c

OLD TOWN
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Cafe De Luxe

Call and see our SnOE SPECIALS for the next few days.

Our vapt$Q4eated reductions on all foot wear vrtl
; , surprise you,
,

r.i.
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REGULAR DINNER

25o
SUNDAY DINNER

35o
Finest A La Carte Bill in the State
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TO ORDER
OF HUMAN HAIR to match
any shade. .Will also make
up your combings.
AT TAICIIERTC

VEGAS 340

ALL GCQD FELLOWS GOTO

HAYWOOD'S

PUFF "T
OFFICIAL DISPENSER OF

have a iarge assortment of

'

SCREEN DOORS, WINDOW SCREENS

and WIRE, ALL WIDTHS at LOWEST PRICES

GO 017C LUMBER OO.
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Henry Ferns, Hadar, Nebr., Is the
father of ten children and for the past
20 years has used Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound with the best of results. He tells us: "I think Foley's
PLACEJF A ROPE Honey
and Tar Compound is the best
cstigh medicine In the world for t
CONVICTED MURDERER IS SHOT have used it for the past 20 years and
can recommend it to anyone needing-TO DEATH IN UTAH
cough remedy." O. G. Shaefer, Red
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61;
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GOLDEN BEER ON

Brands of Bottled Beer
and Bonded Whiskies

Family Trade Solicited

Phone Vqjas 133 for
Wines, Liquors or Beer

's

Delivered Free.

515 DOUGLAS AVE.

ind Try Your Luck
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The Ace of Spades in Tab Vegas Sunday afternoon and
Leslie Swallow
though at first It was denied that they
CANADIAN WOMEN. IN COUNCIL
Major Kilpepper.head of the Military were to be married soon, it was easy
were
, London, Ont., May 22. Delegates
sweethearts
two
. Sam Greenberger
the
to Bee that
an early date. from many points In Canada assemProf. Senacharrib Popp, Chair of
plannig a wedding at
mar bled here today for the opening of the
Norman Lewis
Philology
Mrs. Curley, according to the
nineteenth annual meeting of the
Scotch MacAlllster... Football Captain riage license. .Issued
by the county
National Council of Women. The
Y
N.
Frank McCullough
clerk, was born in Jerseyville,
will last an entire week and
Shorty Long.... Ubiquitous Freshman and is 20 years of age. Jack Curley meeting
to be one of the most suc36
promises
Edward Meloney
was born in San Francisco, being
cessful In the history of the organizaBilly Van Dorn....... Shorty's Chum vears old. The bride gave New York
father be tion. The chief feature of the enterPhilip Callahan
City as her residence, her
...On the Faculty ing associated in business mere. w. tainment program will be a luncheon
Dr. Twiggs
Yakima, and reception In honor of her Royal
Vernon Schlott
Curley calls his home North
Miss "Jim" Channlng. .Girl from Dixie Wash. Mrs. Curley received her edu- Highness the Duchess of Connaught,
St. who is the honorary president of the
Marie Mann
cation in Visitation convent in
council.
Widow
nuu
The
Haviland.
MTy
College
uresuer
Mrs.
ami
Marjorie
tJLAJU10. i" '
DenAlice Coors
have been residents of
Leviticus
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IS PLACED ON
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PICTURES

HOUSE THIS MORNING PASSES
THREE
IMPORTANT
PIECES
OF LEGISLATION
Santa, Fe, N. M., May 22. The
house this morning passed only three
bills, all of which were debated hotly

.

but were finally put through by the
house machine. They were a bin by
Hilton, to prohibit moving pictures of
an immoral character; another bill re-enacting the present law for the ap
pointment of boards' of education with Mrs. Baggsby "Ma," A Popular..
.....Ruth Conrad
Landlady
minor changes; and a bill to create
Miss Jane Cavendish, Cavendish
the county of Coronado.
& Dean, Wall St., N. Y.. .Phebe Hart
The house yesterday forced Mr.
Mrs.
ito
Cleopatra Popp. .A Faculty Type
bill
for county
recommit his
Burg
Susie Connell
surveys but this morning he received
favorable reports on his other bills to
eluding the establishment of a state
fair at Albuquerque and chairs of or
nithology at tie state university and
the college, of agriculture. Mr. Hil
ton this morning Introduced a resolution to bar from the floor all lobby
ists, declaring that the bousa mem
bers were too busy to be interfered

and
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with.
The senatethis afternoon 'will take
up the knotty" problem of county sa'a
ries, considering the senate substitute
for the Hinkle bill. This measure is
being opposed by a large number of
the county officials who declare their
salaries are too small. Mr. Holt will
Introduce bills providing for state
and county bond Issues for good roads,

carrying out the platform pledg- of the the republican party; H
will in troduce bills for the government of publlo highways and a dfr
rect automobile tax. Thees are ex
ceptionally important measures.
Now Is the time to get i Id of your
rheumatism. You can ao ft by apply
ing Chamberlain's Liniment and massaerin? the parts freely at each appli- xaHonEor, sale by all dealers

Power

irane-liit- s
is a conentracted food, rich
jn brain and flesh building

nourishment, easily digested
and quickly utilized for the
body's needs.
More and more people use
Gra.pe-Nut- s

every day.

"Thera's a. Reason
Postum Cereal Company. Limited
Battle Creek. Mich

1

daughter
ver for several years being prominent
Mr.
In the society set of that city.
Drescher is a millionaire broker hav
Denver ana
ing business interests in

New York City.
Mrs. Curley had not made her debut
in society, and her parents had planned to take her on a trip through
Europe before her formal introduction
Into society. But "Don Juan" Cur
ing nnnpared on the scene and the
well laid plans of Mr. and Mrs. Drescher". were of naught Mrs. Curley
was popularwith the younger society
set of Denver being a vivacious and
talented young lady. She is an excellent musician and also is known to
be an expert automobile driver.
Mr. Curley is prominent in sporting
circles of the country, being known

Cross Drug Co.

ive
Salt Lake City, Utah, May
riflemen concealed behind a black
curtain sent steel bullets into the heart
of a t laidfolded man as he sat in a
woodeu chair at the state prison this
morning. Julius Slrmay, a murderer.
was the target. He had selected death
by shooting in preference to the gal
lows after his conviction of the murder of Thomas Karrlck, a
school boy, whom he had shot and
fatally wounded in the course of a
daylight burglary.
Until a few hours before the execution Slrmay maintained that a fellow
burglar was with him in the Karrlck
home and had killed the lad. Last
night he confessed It was, he who
shot the boy. Slrmay was a Hungarian, 24 years old. He was blindfolded before he left his cell on his
......
,
way to be shot
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If you want to get the want yoii
want to get, you want to get your
want in a want getter. The Op tie
wants you to get the want yon want
to get Try the ' Want Ads" and see.
Poor appetite is a sure sign of im
paired digestion. A few doses of
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
Tablets will strengthen your digestion and Improve your appetite. Thousands have been benefited by taking
these Tablets, Sold by all dealers.
J. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland
street, Wichita, Kansas, reports: I
suffered from kidney troub'i, had severe pains across my back, and was
all played out I began taking Foley
Kidney Pills and soon there was a decided Improvement Finally the pain
left entirely and I am fully cured of
all my kidney trouble." O. G. Shbae-te- r.
Red Cross Drug Co.
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as one of the best promoters in the
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bination the winter before Jeffries
met Johnson at Reno. He was the
man behind the
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bout .and now has picked
match
a
"white
hope"in
the
as
Flynn
Curley came
with the "big smoke."
tnf this world under the name of
Armand "Schul, Jack, Curley being a
title he used first aa a professional
name. However, he became attached
to the "handle" and recently applied
to the Chicago court to give him legal right to it This right has
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TO OPEN PORT BOLIVAR LINE
May 22. ArrangeAustin, Tex.,

ments are being made to place the
new Port Bolivar and Iron Ore railroad In operation at the end of this
week. The road runs from Longvlew
to the iron ore fields in Cass county, where Charles M. Schwab and associates are developing extensive iron
ore properties. The road will be
operated as a part of the Texas and
Gulf division of the Sata Fe sys-
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sort, and musical instruments.
The English cut is base, by this Board for the benefit of the
shoulders?
by this Board for the benefit of the
Women's Privilege.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
owner when found.
and gentlemen scorn it; novelty is owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
"Weren't you shy when the Judge
the
word, sir, my scisCATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
whom it
sorts of things, they have come to be the findes of the I j
to
Notice
is
Speak
SANITARY
aainty.
CATTLE
given
hereby
possible
BOARD,
in
court?"
staked you your age
sors are ready to execute your wop
deM.
N.
concern
the
M.
that
N.
following
Albuquerque,
may
m
markets!
best
Albuquerque,
"Yes, I was about ten years shy, my
ship's will."
1
(1
1st pub. May 14, last pub. May 24, '12 scribed estray animal was taken up by 1st pub. May 14, laat pub. May 24, "12
dear." Life.
I
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Cash Prizes Will be Given to the Best Answers to This Contest
T1

gggMJU''gUHf

The Merchants of Las Vegasare Giving You the Opportunity

in thP nin advertisements which aoDear below we nave sex lorm
these "Ads" the four words enumerated below appears, viz:

"

...v.....

.av.rC

iuciuum

fJo. 1 P

CJOm

Hq.2. D7G3K.

Ho.

-

- klnr this

-

.

In one or more of

week.

3 OOI1BIILLY
t.

V7i

first the number of the word followed by the name or names of the firm or firms
verti.emeSts
in which it appears, state in not rrore than 25 words which you cons.der the best
the
in whVS5" the wVoccurs.
next the names of the winners will be announced in this
offering on the page.
of
eligible to compete. On Friday
OntL
Prizes will be awarded in the order of their merit, noemoloveeuu. this paper beingt n
v
in PHitnr
fc
paper, and the prizes will be paid upon application ai inisomcc.

mfiiv elsewhere

in this issue.

In

.

1

I

1

BAILY GUMQ

uniin nnnnin

Lord

SUIT MADE

GRADUATION GOODS

H

50c to $3.50
25c to $1.50

Souvenir Spoons and Drawn Work Handkerchiefs,
oar
Hand Crocheted Bags

Taylor's

50c Black Lisle Hose advertised the world over at above

409--

'
price Special
Warner's Rust Poof $1.00 Corsets Special

"

;

BSUR

TO

Store of Quality"

'The

A w) A ft vm--

Hi A ,f

M

ft yfTfTTv

FULL SIZE ALL STEEL BED
FINEST FINISH ALL COLORS
Vegas for less than $10.00

The Rosenthal

,

2

25c

2

10c
25c

1

35c ladles muslin pants
35c muslin corset covers
Men's leather hat bands

256

25c
Crystal vinegar cruits
25c
ladies handkerchiefs
Ladles large apron, extra bargain 25c

large cakes toilet soap...
Enamelled letter boxes
3 cups and saucers.....
3 large dinner plates

25c

2

qt. lipped kettles, 40c value
qt. sauce pots, 35c value

THE

1

25c

And 1,000 bargains

at the

xnd 25 Store

5-- 10

Suit Pressed and Cleaned Each Week for this Price. Come
Now and see What it leans to You
.

Ladies Work Especially Cared For

THE DIXIE PRESSING CLUB

-

We POSITIVILY
make you any suit
in the house for
$15 and guarantee
fit and workmanship.

615

Unprecedented reduction in our Entire Stock of French and Willow Plumes Reto $35,00 Also on our entire display of Tailored
gular Values from
and Dress Hats for one week we offer an absolute discount of

$500

33

ELECTRIC CLEANING AND PRESSING

Uli War?? y7arantaii

WOOLEN

LADIES TAILORING GUARANTEED

603

ILLS
AVE.

NAKER OF THE CLOTHES WE SELL

1-

-3

per cent

You are cordially invited to come in and we will gladly show you the beautiful
creations we have on display.
."7

DOUGLAS

MAIN STREET

Past Season Clearance

NATIONAL

E. Las Vegas

25c

Wood chopping bowls
...25c
Large lipped granite sauce pans. .25c
25c
A good grade razor strop

...25c

u

CELLERS DRY GOODS STORE

506 Grand Ave.

8

Than to be Immacnlatly Dressed for $1.50 Per Month?

.7

2

25c

25A

25c

What Better Bargain
V. Could You Ask .

So
.
White Muslin Skirts $1.50 Value Special . ,
$2.50
$5.00 Madame Irene Corsets Finest Quality
...Wo
35c Mercerized Poplines, All Shades Special. ;
In our big sale everything is reduced accordingly and you are cordially invited
to call and look our big stock over.

ma

25c

lot painted jardineers

Silk mull auto scarfs

cirp

THE FOLLOWING

The Store That Sells For Less

at

6

We have hundreds
to select from

Opposite
Y. H. C. A.

25c
20c platters
glazed bSkers, bowls and bakers 25c

25c

4

SiPLES

THE THRIFTY HOUSE WIFE WILL APPRECIATE

irnniL

After long effort we have just made a large purchase of Granite Ware Kitchen
utensiles which every Housewife should take advantage of .
15c, 20c, 25c embroidery
40c ladies union suits

9

One Week

line of

SPRING

Never before offered in Las

m

n.m:

E.LasVegas.

We wish you to call
and see our large

r ssxixi&ssmmMrmzx,

If

i

30o
89a

,

-

65c to $2.00

Complete Line of Stationery for all Purposes
1

&

35c to $2.50

Graduating Gift Books'.
College Penants and Pillows

i

TOMORROW ONLY

uuk

COMPLETE AND HOST ATTRACTIVE LINE OF

1
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"THE PUBLIC BE DAMNED"

VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,

LOCAL NEWS

Are the words the late

are boosting prices

of packers

ol theif products;

Good team, nearly new wagon and
harness for sale cheap. 919 Fourth

They evidently

of what they compel us to pay

WE ARE SELLING TODAY
lb. Can Pure Lara for
lb. Can Pure Lard for

5

101b. Can Pure Lard

::

............

45

.

for.

.

Can- Simon

HIE Oil

$1.75

.

-

.

.

.

the

s

PECONS, ALMONDS AND

ENGLISH WALNUTS

ALL FRESH
Also FRESH PINEAPPLE

and APRICOTS

J. H. STEARNS
EAT
PURE THINGS TO

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
AND
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
RKQULAR RETAIL VAUje, S13.00

W purchased several carload of this besntffnl dinner-warand ont
IflrM purchase enabled the xnttauf adorer to wive as an exclusive dewipa
We are cbanrtDg part of tbe cost to "advertising
ana ft very low price.
ante yon to pay a percentage of tbe actual cost of tbe
xpefiae." and
aet.
beautiful "Oosmoi" design and cannot be duplioated Id
It is of aonly
114 in any retail china store. It is
guaranteed by bota
Suailty for leaa than
and ourselves.
Floor. Send us five
Tbere le a coupon la every sack of
or express money order, and we will
eonpons and 3.U0 to casb, draft, postal
aend you one of these beautiful sets by frefaht. Address coupons and remittance to Tbe China Department of tbe Larabee Flour Mills Company,
Be sure to write your name and address plainly,
Hutchinson, Kansas.LARABEB'B
Flour are also good for Rogers' SUverwar)
Tbe coupons in
and ct&er valuable premiums Ask for descriptive circular.
v

BY

beguiling

Thursday at tbe

Highland fling.

SHELLED NUTS

GERM-

od"

Fresh dry cells at Gehrir.g'..
Spanish dance at Rosenthal hall

....-

a Delight

ALL GROCERS
Try a Sack You'll Like it.

See the line of novelties for graduation gifts at Murphey's drug store.

ilave your Uwa mower sharpened
by our new process sharpener. Geh

OF

SPECIAL

FillCES O'J

CHILDREN'S SUITS AT GREEKBERGEO'S

TWO NEW BISHOPS WERE
ELECTED LAST EVENING

Phebe Hart as the real Miss Jane
a useful
A fountain pen makes
Minneapolis, May 22. The twelfth
Cavenaish, Wall street, New York. In
graduation gift for the young man- ballot on bishops of the Methodist
Aunt Jane at Bexley. Duncan opera
Murgraduate. A good assortment at
Episcopal church today, resulted in
house.
store.
no election, Dr. N. Luccock of Kausas
phey'B drug
City, Mo., was first with 392; R. J.
Hello!
Where are you going?
NOTICE.
Cooke, New York, second with 33";
To the White Kitchen to get a good
All persons knowing themselves to and F. D. Leete, Dertoit, Mich., third
25c meal.
Home cooking. Open day be Indebted to me will please tall with 335.
NeceBsary to elect, 502.
and night
and settle by May 25. Dr. E. L. Ham
With the eleotion of Dr. T. S. Hen
mond.
derson of New York and Dr. W. O.
"Nix on the rough stuff, I'm deliv- Shepard ot Chicago to be bishops uL
erin' de goods." Genevieve Melonev
Record books, graduation cards, the Methodist Episcopal church, oc
in Aunt Jane at Bexley, Thursday
dainty gift books. Initial stationery, the eleventh ballot last night dele
night.
fountain pens, Huyler's candy, Llg gates to the general conference degett's candy, all malice nice gifts. clare Ihey do not expect the nominal
The Ladles' Aid society of the Bap Best assortment In the city at Mur- of another
of the five remaining u
tist church will meet with Mrs. Kin- be chosen for several ballots.
phey's drug store.
kald, "SIS Fourth street, Thursday af
The thirteenth ballot also resultet
ternoon at 2 o'clock.
For men's dress shoes, see
in no election, N. Luccock being higa
man with 438; F. D. Leete, Detroit,
furnishing store, Douglas
Send her a box of Llggett's choco
second, with 416; R. J. Cooke. New
lates for her graduation gift It's the
York, third with 375. Necessary to
purest and best candy made. Fresh
The body of Howard Desklns, who elect 518.
at Murpheys drug store.
No" election resulted" on the fourdied Monday night at the Santa tf
hospital from injuries received a teenth ballot for bishop. N.- - Lucock,
For sale, residence, 1016 Fifth month ago In a fall at Domingo, was Kansas
City, was high with 498; F.
street 3 lots, 6 rooms and bath. Fur sent on train No. 2 to Trinidad last D. Leete, Detroit,
second, with 468,
nished or unfurnished, good cellar night where burial will occur. Mri and F. J.
McConnell, Greencaatle, Pa.,
and
Cheap If taken in Desklns and children reside there.
third with 395.. Necessary to elect
the next few days. Dr. E. L.
622.
The members of the graduating
class of the New Mexico Normal UniTo Unite the Church.
A fancy ibox of Initial stationery
Baltimore, May 22. Discussion of
versity will be Ob guests of Dr.
makes, an ideal gift for the young lady Frank H. H. Roberts, president of the the Methodist Protestant cormntsslon
graduate. A big line at Murphey's school, and Mrs. Roberts at the per- on church union which asked endorsedrug store.
formance of ""Aunt Jane at Bexley," ment of the work so far and that n
which will be given tomorrow night be oontTitued' another four years at
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, precrteni
by the members of the senior class ol the general conference of the church,
of the New Mexico Normal Univer
the Las Vegas High, school at the wSS to be given, the right of way at
sity, announced this morning thai the Duncan opera house. Dr. and Mra.
today's session.
baccalaureate services of the' graau- - Roberts and their
"There is no doubt 'that both the
guests will occupy
ating class of ffie' school Trill occur seats In the foyer of the theater other
gene'ral conferences (the Meth
Sunday evening In tfie. Normal hall This class numbers 26 and Is the larg- odist
and Methodist EpisEpiscopal
instead of in the afternoon as prev est in the
history of the Normal and copal church, south) will continue
iously announced.
In fact the largest ever graduated their commission and Clie withdrawal
from any of the schools of the state. of ours would be deeply regretted by
them and would almost be a calamNOTICE TO WATER CONSUMERS. ity," was the unanimous declaration
On Frfilay the Agua Pufa Company of the Methodist Protestant discusexpects to lower about 1,000 feet of sion which declared In the substance
its main pipe line. If it becomes nec- that a united Methodist church is
Not
.
essary to shut off the water on this practicable, possible and advisable,
line the pressure In the city will be with the reservation that the union
quite low. All trater consumers are of the other two denominations must
'
requested to restrict their Irrigation first take place.
as muclt'possible on this day. and
Is our slogan. Turning
consumers on the Hot Springs bouleout a lot of fair work means
vard nfay have their water supply
shut off without further notice.
nothing to lis.

Quality

On account of closing of schools we are going to
give you
a special discount on childrens Knickerbocker Suits all this week

Take advaniage of this opportunity and fit your boy out.

Waists in all Sizes and Colors
mm mm
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AUTOMATIC R.EFR.IGER.ATOR

and experience the pleasure of
removing the daintiest foofffirom
tt as you put them in. Pure, wholesome and
temptine
deep, high food chambers;
t,
steel wire, adjustable shelves; a built-i- n porce-lalined water cooler; eight walls of
and an Automatic system of circulation of
dry
cold air, commend the Automatic to
everyone
v
everywhere.
e,

nickel-brigh-

m

.

J.

C.

MfNSEN

&

SON

THE DUNG A

Quantity

-

Turning out a lot, as we
are doing, of FINE work
7
means increased business,

then

pleased customers,
more business and the rightly earned name,

The

Our kind cost YOU no more.

THE BEST OF

Laundry

Las Vedas Steam
Phone Main

81

617

Douglas

EVERYTHING

EATAB.LE

We

B. POWERS,

For the Choicest of

HARVEY'S

The popular mountain ranch resort
will open its 30th season on Satur
day, June l, 1912, Mr. Harvey In
charge. Rates at Harvey's this year
are $2 per day; 7 days $12. Charges
ior saacne animals: Burros, 50c a
day, 25c half days or less; ponies
$1 per day, 50c half day or less.
Fare to Harvey passengers by au
tomobile to carriage house $ 1 each
way; the remainder of the trip by
burros without charge to guests of. a
week, others COc each way.
Leave orders at Murphey's, Cutler
Brothers' or Plaza. Hotel or Phone
Main 35. Auto goes out Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 a. m., returning
the same day.

FRESH
SANITARY
BAKERY
GOODS

Are Selling

Fine large 2 and 3 year old Rose Bushes from our
Greenhouses at 35c eacd or 3 for $1.00.

EVERY DAY

Remember, fine hardy Everblooming Hybrid Tea Roses
WHITE

PINK-R- ED

cnivT
nrnnv nTinT c. OUil
liUWl
d
SEEDSMEN
FLORISTS

sixth

Street

BOUCHER'S

CQ. STORE

&

ag...--

.

.

.

'.

,rr "r:

""win

"The Store of Satisfaction"

Phone

v egas

121

IGWAY H AR.OLDI
The Great Polish Violinist accompanied by the
Eminent Bohemian Pianist

RUDOLPH POLAIi
Prices

Ct.QO

01-G- Q

02.00

The Costliest Event Ever Offered
At The Duncan

Goto

'

507

Wednesday May 22
Extraordinary Musical Event

Assistant Superintendent

Fresh Strawberries
THE GRAAF & HAYWARD

ONE WEEK MORE

Finch's Golden Wedding Eye, aged
Every girlie loves a soldier boy. BALLOTS IN METHODIST CONto. the wood. Direct. front distillery Come see Sam Greenberger as Major
FERENCE TODAY, HOWEVER,
to yon. At the Lobby, of course.
Kllpepper In Aunt Jane at Bexley.
WERE FRUITLESS

AT THE HOME
OF

if

Have your lawn mower sharpened
by our new process sharpener.

,

Ltvundry of Quality

ft

Fresh dry cells at Gehrtng's.

ring's.

THE CASH GHOCER

SALE

Eddie Meloney,
v!yws, daEce the

t

i
i
)

Tom Tfuder and

Wi G

EMPRESS, you know, is
AN-MI
LLEO Flour that makes Baking
FOR

Drtdgo

Ruth Conrad as "Ma Bagsby," the
smallest woman on the American
stage today. Aunt Jane at Bexley.

,

90

, .

379

Mur-phey- 's

... .$1.45

:

J

Uicld
Luihvig Vim.
Street

Nothing nicer for the girl graduate
than a box ot fine stationary. ,
drug store has a splendid line.

75

i".

Pure Lard for
5 lb. Can Simon Pure Lard for.
lb.

10

street

Tf's

pure i jfrorc
advance

3

CALL MAIN

Marie STSTJn as
3ira" keeps
cupld taking headache powders. Dim.
can, Thursday night.

think alike

are but a fraction in

i

Gardening is a pleasure enjoyed alike by The U h and the poor. It
is a health giving exercise that clears the brain nd brings out our
best thoughts. Vegetables that are out of our own garden always
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon taste better than
any we can buy. We have all kinds of
t the Opera Bar.
GARDEN SEED GARDEN HOSE RAKES SHOVELS

1

cor.iDiUATion

1912.

Re.filar danoe at armory tonight.

(he people in his jrasp: and
used, when he thought he had
'
i
I ,
i'

Judging the way the

22,

What is Home Without a Garden

i

vakderdilt

cor::r.iononL

MAY

The Commercial club has donated In Paris, where he Joifredrrs. iifelrt
the use of Its Steinway grand piano who went to Europe some time ago.
for the concert of Haroldl, the famous violinist, tonight at the Duncan
Frank Garrison, the little son of
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. GarriSbn, formers,
v
opera house.
ly of Grand Rapids, Wis., broke fcte
Herman C. Ilfeld received a cable- arH! hear the elbow yesterday after-nooin 4311 ot several feet from a
gram yesterday afternon stating that
his father, Charles Ilfeld, had arrlv 1 beuch in Lincoln plirk.

